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M.A. Thesis:

Civil liability of teachers during education and training
for students in Iranian and French law
Today, due to incidents such as school fires, school disruptions due to earthquakes and
other disasters that occur during school education are spreading, forcing officials and
authorities to do so. Adopts laws to impose civil liability on teachers and senior school
officials. Therefore, regulations on civil liability for educational incidents have been
formulated in a number of countries, where civil liability of a mentor and teacher has
arisen, and civil and moral damages must be compensated. One of these responsibilities is
the responsibility for the action resulting from the non-verbal act, which the teacher is
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responsible for compensating the student for the act and has civil liability. Iranian law,
unlike French law, has a more limited scope for civic responsibility for teachers and school
teachers, and accepts teachers' civic responsibility in limited areas. But French law has
largely legislated this responsibility, which we will discuss in this thesis.
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